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Abstract
The cyclotron radiation emission spectroscopy (CRES) technique pioneeredby Project 8measures
electromagnetic radiation from individual electrons gyrating in a backgroundmagneticfield to construct
a highly precise energy spectrum for beta decay studies andother applications. The detector,magnetic
trap geometry and electron dynamics give rise to amultitude of complex electron signal structureswhich
carry information about distinguishing physical traits.Withmachine learningmodels,wedevelop a
schemebased on these traits to analyze and classifyCRES signals. Proper understanding anduse of these
traits will be instrumental to improve cyclotron frequency reconstruction andboost the potential of
Project 8 to achieveworld-leading sensitivity on the tritiumendpointmeasurement in the future.
1. Introduction
The Project 8 experiment aims to perform anultra-precisemeasurement of the tritiumbeta decay endpoint to
directlymeasure or constrain the effectivemass of the electron anti-neutrino, and to determine themass
hierarchy ordering. To this end, the collaboration has pioneered the cyclotron radiation emission spectroscopy
(CRES) technique [1], inwhich electromagnetic radiation from the cyclotronmotion of individual electrons in a
magnetic field

B is used to reconstruct an energy spectrum from the angular frequency:













whereB is themagnetic fieldmagnitude, e andme are the electron chargemagnitude andmass,Ke(t) is the
electron’s kinetic energy, and c is the speed of light. In the non-relativistic regime, this gives a low energy limit of
2.8×1010Hz in a 1 Tmagnetic field. ACRES signal is reconstructed via a series of short-time discrete Fourier
transforms (DFTs) to produce a frequency spectrum as a function of time (a spectrogram). Due to radiative
energy loss, the signal exhibits a pseudo-linear behavior in this time/frequency plane;figure 1 shows an example
spectrogramwith several such signals.We refer to these CRES signals as tracks.
For thiswork,we are primarily concernedwith the apparatus anddata fromPhase I of Project 8; the data is froma
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waveguide tohouse the source gas and transport emitted radiation fromthe source to anantenna, aswell as a
conductive short acting as a reflector opposite the antenna.
Thewaveguide also sports a configurablemagnetic bottle trap formedbypinch coils wound along the axis of
the∼1Tbackgroundmagneticfield, whichwe call the axial direction or simply ẑ bydefinition. In such a trap,
electronswithmomentummostly in the ( )x y,̂ ^ directions can be constrained in ẑ by the small ( ) mT influence
of the trap coils. In the ‘bathtub trap’ (the only configuration explored here), two coils of equal polarity source the
trap by creating a pair of potential barriers for the electrons as illustrated infigure 2. Thus, in addition to cyclotron
motion in the (x, y)plane, a trapped electron exhibits a slower axial oscillation ( ) MHz as it explores the allowed
region in zwithin the trap. Inour experimental setup a full event has an averageof approximately 2.5ms. This axial
motion gives rise to a number of rich signal characteristics beyondonly the instantaneous cyclotron frequency
given by equation (1). In this paper, wewill summarize our understanding of these characteristics, the impact on
frequency reconstruction, andpresent amachine-learning (ML) track classification scheme as afirst step toward a
sophisticatedCRES signal analysis. This typeof analysiswill allow for significant improvement in the energy
resolution achievablewithCRES, andwill be especially beneficialwhenmoving fromamonoenergetic krypton
source to a continuous tritium sourcewhere proper event reconstruction is of paramount importance. Lastly,we
study the impact of ourMLclassification analysis on the extracted tritiumendpoint through simulation.
1.1.Data and signal basics
The 83mKr source emits internal conversion electrons at several energies, whichwe divide into three nominal
groups by the atomic shell of the transition as dictated in table 1.
Figure 1.Amulti-track electron event featuring five tracks. The electron is born in the trap around 7ms and scatters with a residual gas
molecule around 32ms, abruptly changing the frequency of all tracks. This event is shown for illustrative purposes only and is not
from the data sets used in this work.
Figure 2.Diagram of themagnetic bottle trap in a bathtub configuration. Three coils are wound around the rectangular waveguide
whosemagnetic fields create a potential barrier along themain axis where a 1 T backgroundfield is present. Electrons are constrained
to the low-field region between two trapping coils.
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Each transition ismonoenergetic, up to a natural linewidth of order eV, which is substantially less than the
energy resolution of Phase I. The 17 keVdata is closest to the tritium endpoint (18.6 keV), and the higher-energy
peaks provide important insight on the relative energy dependence of signal characteristics.
Electron signals emitted in themagnetic trap are received by an antenna and processed by a cryogenic
receiver chain described in [1]. The signal is down-mixed twice using local oscillators and sampled at 200MHz
by a real-time spectrum analyzer (RSA). The RSA triggers an acquisitionwhen it detects a high Fourier excess,
andwrites time-domain data for 10ms per trigger with a pre-trigger time of 1ms. The acquisition is then
processedwith a series ofDFTs of size 8192 samples (0.040 96ms) to produce a spectrogram like the one in
figure 1, which displays aCRES event. The resulting spectrograms are scanned for high-power bins in collinear
groupings called tracks; for an in-depth discussion the track finding algorithms and procedure, we refer to [3].
The initial frequency of a track signal is called the start frequency, and it is the start frequency of an electron event
that contains primary energy information needed for spectrum reconstruction.
All events considered in this study are subject to a cut on the start time of the first trackwithin±0.25ms of
the pre-trigger time. This retains only events which have promptly triggered an acquisition and removes those
which only triggered after some time due to sufficiently enough power; these low-power tracks often start even
before the acquisitionwindow,which prohibits ameasurement of the start frequency altogether. Furthermore,
in preparing the training set for themachine learning analysis we consider only thefirst track(s) in such events.
In the example offigure 1, the second set of tracks would be cut, which is useful in labeling the ground truth, a
process described in section 4; by only considering the first set of tracks in an event we can confidently label
separate signal classes using both frequency information and other parameter space cuts.
2. The need for classification
In this section, we summarize our understanding of relativistic electron dynamics in Project 8 traps tomotivate
the classification scheme and elucidate the resultant properties of reconstructed CRES signals. An analysis that
properly extracts and uses the information in these signal properties is key to obtaining a precise, well-
understood energy spectrum.
2.1. Axialmotion considerations
Weparameterize the axialmotion of an electronwith the pitch angle θ(t), defined as the angle between the
momentumvector and themagnetic field:










B B zcos for . 2z z
For a trapped electron, pz has an oscillatory time dependence and therefore so does the instantaneous pitch
angle11. By definition, θ=90° at the turning points of the axial oscillation as pz=0; at the center of the trap, the
pitch angle reaches aminimumalongwithBz. Thus, the range in z explored by an electron is fully characterized
by (a) the trap geometry and (b) theminimumpitch angle. Going forward, wewill simply use θ to refer to this
minimumpitch angle, rather than the time-varying instantaneous pitch angle θ(t). In fact, there is also a limit to
the smallest pitch angle value due to conservation of energywhich depends on the ratio of the trap depth and
maximummagnetic field, formore on this see [4]. At a nominal 4mT trap depth the lower bound is about 86°
andmay be higher depending on the chosen geometry.
A detailedmathematical discussion of trapped electron dynamics and the resultant CRES signal
characteristics is outside the scope of this work butmay be found in [4]; we refer to their nomenclature for the
Table 1.Relative intensities of 83mKr conversion electron lines under study in






17 keV K 0.36 17830.0 2.83
30 keV L2 0.392 30424.4 1.84
L3 0.581 30477.2 1.4
32 keV M2 0.067 31934.2 1.99
M3 0.105 31941.9 1.66
N2+3 0.016 32140.9 0.59
11
The fractional energy loss over the timescale of the axial period is small, so wemay treat the totalmomentum p as a constant here.
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rest of the paper. There, a phenomenologicalmodel is developed using approximate Project 8magnetic trap
geometries to analytically describe themotion of electronswith θ<90°. Themodel includes a short opposite
the antenna, as is present in the Phase I detector; the result is an energy (frequency) and position-dependent
interference effect between the incident and reflected radiation. The power spectrum P(ω) is calculated from the
Poynting vector in the axial direction, and decomposed as a sumofwaveguidemodes. For a singlemode denoted
byλ, we take advantage of the quasi-periodicmotion of the electron in the trap to express the power averaged
over the axial periodwith equation (45) in [4], reproduced here:
( ) ∣ ( )∣ [( ) ]
[ ( )) ( )] ( )
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where P0, λ and every an are amplitudes dependent on themagnetic trap shape, zt+l is the distance from the
short to the trap center, and vp,λ is themode phase velocity. This equation describes a comb-like spectrumwith
power concentrated at a central frequencyΩ0 (the average cyclotron frequency) and at frequencies shifted by
integermultiples n of the axial oscillation frequencyΩa. In the bathtub trap geometry ( )qW = W ´ -F tanc0 1
where the function of tangent includes parameters describing the length and depth of the trap. The pitch angle
dependence ofPλ(ω) comes fromΩ0,Ωa, and in turn kλ; in particular, the coefficients an(kλ) describe the relative
strength of each peak in the comb structure. Considerable discussion about these coefficients and their
calculation for somemodels is included in [4].
We refer back tofigure 1 in the previous section, now equipped to understand how this example event
illustrates the behavior of equation (3).
(a) The signal takes the form of multiple parallel tracks corresponding to the different values of the frequency
band order n.We call this structure amulti-peak track (MPT).
(b) At approximately 32 ms, the electron scatters with a residual gas molecule and changes the makeup of the
MPT; this is consistent with an abrupt change in the pitch angle. In particular, the frequency and power of
individual tracks is observed to be pitch-angle-dependent as expected.
(c) By contrast, the track slope—the change in frequency (energy) with respect to time—encodes the total
radiated power and thus does not varywithin tracks of any oneMPT.
The dependence of the individual band power on the pitch angle for n 2 is shown infigure 3 for a 32 keV
electron in a bathtub trap; it is this individual band power, and not the total power, that corresponds to a single
track in the spectrogram. Since high-order bands are never powerful enough for reconstruction, we in general
restrict our discussions to only themainband (n= 0) and one detected sideband order: n=1 or n=2
depending on the short interference effect. The dashed line in figure 3 shows an example detection threshold that
ismet only by themainband and the n=2 sideband for different but partially overlapping ranges of the pitch
angle. This creates three allowed track types based on the pitch angle and the band order.
(i) Mainband high pitch angle: closest to 90° for n=0.
(ii) Mainband lowpitch angle: far from90° for n=0.
(iii) Sidebands: a single range for n=2.
Since the short interference is a wavelength-dependent effect, we expect the specific nature of the allowed
pitch angle regions to varywith frequency. Indeed, in Project 8 Phase I the 32 keV tracks arewell described by
figure 3 and the three cases above; but the story is very different at 17 keV,where themainband is almost
completely suppressed andwe detect only the n=1 sidebands. For further discussion of this effect where the
n=1 sideband is visible we refer the reader to sectionVII of [4]. This exemplifies the powerful influence of the
short, and the importance of understanding sideband effects.
2.2. Radial gradient effects
So far, we have treated the axialmotion as independent of the (x, y) plane on the basis that themagnetic field
varies only with z, i.e.

B is always parallel to

B . However, to improve our description of the electron dynamics
wemust consider a small radial gradient of the form
 
 ´B B 12. This causes the guiding center of the cyclotron
12
In fact, the assumption that
 
 ´ =B B 0 contradicts theMaxwell equations and thus is clearly unphysical.
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orbit to precess slowly (compared to the axialmotion) in x and y, which in effect perturbs the one-dimensional
magnetic trap profileBz(z)with a slow time dependence. A small anti-symmetric tipping of the trap coils at angle
ψ from ẑ is the simplest way to recreate this
 
 ´B B perturbation in simulation. Consequently, this gradient








t1 sin sin , 4a a m
1
where r is the radial position of the electron, l1 is the characteristic trap length andΩm is the drift frequency.
The effect of this precession on the track signal nowbecomes clear: if the axial frequency varies sinusoidally,
sowill the frequency of the n>0 (sideband) tracks. This oscillation has been observed in Phase I data, where it
manifests as a trackwith an appreciable ‘width’ in frequency; figure 4 shows an example sideband trackwith this
quality. Since the observed period of precession is m~100 s, which is comparable to theDFT length ( m40.96 s),
the oscillation can be seen to some extent directly in the spectrogram.
This observed frequency oscillation represents one of the primarymotivations for amachine learning
approach to signal classification. Its effect on the spectrogram is clear as illustrated infigure 4, and it is a unique
property of sideband tracks which demonstrates the power to discriminate frommainbands. By extracting
information from the spectrogram around a track, we can then applymachine learning techniques to identify
sideband oscillationwhen it is present and label the track accordingly.
2.3. Energy correction
The cyclotron frequencyΩc of aMPT structure can be calculated using the phenomenological model in [4] if
both the reconstructedmainband frequencyΩ0 and the pitch angle θ of the electron are known. The result is in
effect an energy correction, where the kinetic energy (and thus frommany events, the energy spectrum) is
calculated from the true cyclotron frequency rather than the frequency of any one reconstructed track. It is the
end goal of the classification scheme to accomplish exactly this; first the identity of themainband trackmust be
established, and then pitch angle information extracted.Wemay extract the pitch angle in twoways.
(i) Axial frequency: for MPTs with a mainband and one or more sidebands, the axial frequency Ωa is the
frequency difference between themainband and a sideband track divided by its order n.Ωamay also be
determined the sameway froman eventwithmultiple sidebands but nomainband. In Phase I, these cases
comprise aminority of our data at about∼10%.
(ii) Track slope: forMPTs with only amainband, the pitch angle may be extracted from the track slope, which is
proportional to the total radiated power in equation (3). Such cases comprise themajority of the data used
for this work at about∼90%.
The secondmethod listed above has an ambiguity thatmust be addressed: in general, the track slope alone
does not uniquely determine the pitch angle (this is evident from figure 3). To resolve this issue, wemust also
differentiate betweenmainbands of the high and lowpitch angle regions. Our task is then to assign every track an
Figure 3. Left: power distribution of a 32 keV electron signal in a bathtub-type Project 8 trap as dependent on pitch angle due to the
rectangular waveguidewith a short. For a threshold as shown, only themainband and 2nd-order sidebands surpass the detection
threshold while the 1st-order sideband is suppressed. Right: As a result, the slope of themainband, which is directly proportional to
the total detected power, suffers a discontinuity in frequency.
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appropriate topological label from the list in section 2.1:mainband high pitch angle,mainband lowpitch angle,
or sideband. Classification into these three groupswill allow for an accuratemeasurement of themainband
frequency, the pitch angle, and in turn the true kinetic energy can be determined from the cyclotron frequency.
We approach this taskwith amachine learningmodel that uses a supervised learningmethod for
classification. The overarching goal of the classification program is to use only those track features that are
intrinsic to the signal itself and, through their inclusion, have the capability to improve the accuracy and
robustness of the signal identification. As Project 8moves to a tritium source, such a classification schemewill be
vital tomake an accuratemeasurement of the continuous spectrum and reachmeaningful conclusions about the
endpoint. In the remaining sections, wewill develop the classification scheme and present the results on krypton
Phase I data at all three energies of interest. The next steps of pitch angle calculation and the resultant energy
correction are not yet implemented, but are of course a primary focus of futurework to realize the full potential
of track classification.Wewill also discuss the future impact of amore-developed classification process in the
context of tritium endpoint sensitivity and full event reconstruction.
3. Signal analysis and feature extraction
The track features whichwe use for classification result from two separate analysis techniques: primary track
finding and the rotate-and-project algorithm. Thesemethods give us a total of 14 parameters that we use in
training theML classificationmodel. In this section, we describe the calculation of these parameters.
3.1. Primary track parameters
Primary track finding is the process of collecting high-power spectrogrambins into linear track signals,
described thoroughly in [3]. At its conclusion, several parameters are formally calculated to describe each track
candidate; these include the slope, start frequency, time length, andmany others.We use the following three
quantities as inputs to the classificationmodel:
• TotalPowerDensity (WHz−1): the sumof power spectral density values in all bins that comprise the
track cluster.
• TrackSlope (Hz s−1): the slope of the track as extracted from regression analysis and aHough
transform [5].
• TimeLength (s): the difference between the track end time and start time.
Recall that the slope of a track is directly proportional to the total power emitted by the electron, and the
slope and individual track power together determine the pitch angle information as illustrated infigure 3. Thus,
the correlation between slope and track power has strong discrimination power between regions of high and low
Figure 4.Close examination of a spectrogramwith a sideband signal. The frequency oscillates due to radial gradients in themagnetic
field, depositing power over a range of roughly 500 kHz andmost concentrated at the turning points of the oscillation. This oscillation
corresponds to the apparent thickness of the track.
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pitch angle. Figure 5 illustrates this correlation for 32 keV electrons and shows a good separation of the two
mainband populations, which agrees with our understanding of the physical process from the
phenomenologicalmodel. In thisfigure the sideband events populate the lowPSD range across all slopes. This
provides a clearmotivation for the use of these two features as inputs to the classificationmodel.
The utility of the track length is primarily based in its correlationwith the track power aswell.Mainband
tracks in general have a strong profile with power concentrated in one or a few of the frequency bins at each time
slice. By contrast, sideband tracks often have power distributed acrossmany bins due to the effect of the radial
magnetic field gradient discussed in section 2.2. Sidebands also contain less power overall in the case of the 30
and 32 keV peaks. Consequently, the track power can have considerable dependence on the number of points
which comprise the track, and the track length helps to bolster the discrimination ability between all three types
in conjunctionwith the slope and power.
3.2. Rotate-and-project distribution
Radialmagnetic field gradients create a sinusoidal variation in the axial frequency, effectively smearing sideband
track power over several frequency binswhile leaving themainband track untouched. To extract a set of
parameters from the spectrogram that quantify this difference, wefirst simplify the problem. After primary track
finding, spectrogramswith a known track are reprocessedwith a ‘Rotate-and-Project’ operation, where they are
effectively projected along the axis perpendicular to the track. This reduces the analysis to one-dimension—the
projected spectrum—while preserving themost useful information about the track from the full spectrogram.
The precise procedure is as follows.
(i) The known track is characterized by a slope q and intercept f0.
(ii) The full spectrogram is reduced to a sparse spectrogram of only points that have SNR>4.0 and that lie
within the time bounds of the track. These points will be described by (tj, fj)where t denotes the time
coordinate, f the frequency coordinate and j the point index.
(iii) The projected spectrum s at bin k is calculated as a function of the intercept, which we call bk and which
















whereβk=f0−Δf+kδβ, q is the track slope, andσ is another runtime-configurable variable which
describes the resolution of the spectrum. This calculation is a kernel density estimationwith aGaussian
kernel and bandwithσ.
Figure 5.Power and slope correlations in Phase I 32 keVbathtub trap tracks (black scatter). The phenomenological modelfit is
overlaid for high (blue) and low (pink)pitch angle carriers, which demonstrates thewell-resolved separation ofmainband populations
with disjoint pitch angles.
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At aminimum,σ should reflect the inherent uncertainty in each point location, which is roughly the bin size;
this way, the spectrum is not strongly affected by howprecisely the choices ofΔf, δβ, or the reconstructed value
f0 coincidewith the discrete binning of the spectrogram.σ can also bemademuch larger than the bin size, and
the projected spectrum gains sensitivity to structures which span a similarly larger bandwidth; however to retain
good sensitivity to the sharpmainband tracks, we keepσ similar to the binwidth. There is no advantage to
matching it exactly with the bin size, so for conveniencewe chooseσ=50 kHzwhich is approximately 2 bins.
For the step size, we choose δβ=25 kHz, or half the resolutionσ and approximately 1 bin. The only
requirements on the sweep range 2Δf are that it should bemany times larger than the frequency bin size, and at a
minimum large enough to capture the full amplitude of the sideband oscillation (∼1MHz).We choose
Δf=4MHz.
Figure 6 shows typical projected spectra corresponding to amainband and a sideband track. The qualitative
differences between the two remain clear: sideband spectra typically feature awide double peak structure,
contrastedwith the sharp and high-amplitude profile of themainband spectrum. The sideband spectrum
amplitude is largest near the edges of the signal region because the axialmotion is slowest at its turning points,
thus depositingmore power per bin; this effect can also be seen in the spectrogram (figure 4). Next, we use the
ROOT library TSpectrum [8] to characterize peaks in the projected spectrum. This libraryfits a linear
background bk=ak+b and labels a point k as a peak if itmeets all of the following criteria.
(i) Value is at least twice that of the background level: sk2bk.
(ii) Peak amplitudemeets or exceeds aminimum fraction r of the highest peak: { }- -s b r s bsupk k j j j .
(iii) Value is a localmaximumwithinmbins: ∣ ∣ ∣> " < - s s j j k m0k j . The frequency range corresponding
tom bins is dbm .
We choose r=0.4 andm=5. The values of these and the other configurable parameters from equation (5)
are listed in table 2. Once the peak locations are determined, the full spectrum isfit to a sumof nGaussian
functionswhere n is the number of peaks found.Only a handful of tracks in our studies produced a spectrum
with 3 ormore peaks, and nonewithmore than 6.
From the spectrum sk and the results of theGaussianfit, we extract a total of 11 additional parameters for use
with the classifier:
• Average,RMS,Skewness,Kurtosis:first four statisticalmoments of the spectrum sk.Average and
RMS are in units ofMHz, andAverage is shifted by f0 so that 0 corresponds to the center of the spectrum.
• MeanCentral,SigmaCentral,NormCentral,MaximumCentral: extracted fit parameters of the
Gaussianwithmean closest to f0 (themost central peak).MeanCentral is shifted by f0 as described above,
andMaximumCentral=b0+(2π)
−1NormCentral /SigmaCentralwhere b0 is the background
level at the peak location. BothMeanCentral andSigmaCentral are in units ofMHz.
• NPeaks: number of peaks found by TSpectrum for theGaussian fit.
Figure 6. Spectra from the rotate-and-project analysis for a typical (a)mainband track and (b) sideband track. Themainband track is
sharply peaked, whereas the sideband track is spread over awider frequency range and doubly-peaked. Each spectrum also shows the
associatedGaussian fit for comparison. Note the y-axis in (b) is scaled down in comparison to (a). The sideband used for (b) is the
same track as illustrated infigure 4.
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• RMSAwayFromCentral: rms ( )á ñ - á ñs s2 2 1 2 of points greater than 3 timesSigmaCentral away from
themost central peak.
• CentralPowerFraction: average value á ñs of binswithin 3 timesSigmaCentral of themost central
peak divided by the average value of all points in the spectrum.
In the event that theGaussian fit fails to converge, all of the parameters that depend on it are obviously
unreliable and some can be undefined. To circumvent this, we simply remove any tracks from the analysis that
have an unsuccessfulfit, or which have any parameters undefined as a result of an improper fit. These represent
between 5%and 10%of all tracks in various data sets we have used. Combining thesewith the track parameters
discussed in the previous subsection, we have a total of 14 parameters to use forML-based classification. The
slope, power, and track length have the ability to distinguish between all three track topologies based on the
phenomenologicalmodel; the projected spectrumprovides an additional 11 parameters which distinguish
sidebands from the twomainband topologies. In the next sectionwe discuss the implementation of this new
analysis.
4. Supervised classification
We take amachine learning approach towards signal classification across 17, 30, and 32 keVdata sets (see
section 1.1) using a support vectormachine (SVM) [9] classifier optimized via supervised learning. The result of
training the SVM is a nominal decision function that takes data points (track parameters) as 14-dimensional
vector inputs and predicts a class label with a given accuracy and precision. In this sectionwe briefly discuss the
overall training schemewith details left to appendix A is available online at stacks.iop.org/NJP/22/033004/
mmedia.
To obtain the training, cross-validation, and test sets over which the classifier is optimizedwemake a series
of parameter-space cuts in the data. Thefirst cut is on the start time as discussed in section 1.1, which selects only
tracks that promptly trigger the RSA acquisition. From these, we assign ground-truth labels using two
independent fits to the phenomenologicalmodel: first, wefit the predicted behavior of slopewith respect to the
start frequency with the energy assumed to be known exactly. Points within afixed Euclidean distance in the
slope/frequency space of themodel predictionswere labeled asmain carriers, either high-θ or low-θ
accordingly. Second, we label the remaining sideband tracks using the relative track powerwith respect to
frequency, againwith the energyfixed. Tracks outside the inclusion regions for every label are simply discarded.
This yields a total of 7347 tracks for optimization. Labeled tracks are further split in a 67%/33% fashion for
training (training and cross-validation together) and testing, respectively. In performing the split, we keep the
relative ratios of classes inmind so as not to introduce biases during training.
It is worth noting briefly that although a ground-truth labeling informed by a proper simulation is likely
more desirable, our understanding of these pitch angle effects with the phenomenologicalmodel was very new at
the time, and our simulation tools were not equipped to incorporate them easily.We have high confidence in the
accuracy of the training set labels as described here, so the concern is aminor one. Furthermore, themethod
described above for labeling is only suitable for training purposes and not for classification since, in generating
thefits to the selected subset of data, we assume that the energy is known exactly (with a smallmargin of error
represented by a Euclidean distance in the respective parameter space). In thefinal data, whichwewish to
classify, this assumption is not valid for all the tracks we reconstruct.
The implementation of the classifier is performedwith the python-basedML library Scikit-learn [10]. In
Scikit-learn, template SVMs are implemented by aCythonwrapper around the powerful library LIBSVM [11].
In training the SVMclassifier we in parallel optimize themodelʼs hyperparametersC and γwhichmay influence
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(influencing overfitting) and γ dictates the influence of training points defining the decision boundary to the rest
(influencing bias and variance).We then test the competency of the optimizedmodel on the test set and use the
accuracy and the area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUROC) as performancemetrics. For our
multi-class application (twomainband classes and one sideband class), we average the individual receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves to report the overall AUROCmetric.
5. Results
Herewe report the results of the track classifier as trained on different combinations of the 83mKr line groupings
discussed in section 4.Wewill show that the optimized SVMclassifier can distinguish the three different track
topologies with great accuracy and robustness, allowing us to obtain clean spectra across all energy ranges.
5.1. Narrowband classifier
In the case of a tritium spectrum, the region of interest will be awindow spanning approximately 4 keV
(200MHz) around the endpoint valueQ=18.6 keV. A classifier will be necessary to understand theCRES
signal in this region if sidebands are present and, overall, if energy corrections are to be applied in an event-by-
event fashion.With 83mKr as a calibration source gas, wemay first study the classifier results by training our
model on the 30 keV peaks and applying it to both 30 and 32 keV peaks simultaneously. This 2 keV energy
separation13 serves as a test of classifier reliability across an energy range similar to the tritiumwindow; we call
this configuration the narrowband classifier.
The results of the optimization outlined in the previous section (in detail in appendix A), picked from a







These values are indicative of a ‘smooth’model (γ=1)which captures little of the data complexity in the
feature space, but is balanced by the large value ofC? 1which allows for highly nonlinear terms in the loss
metricminimization, recovering some complexity in the decision plane.
The respective test set accuracy on the 30 keV range is 91.2%.We also generate the ROC curves for each class
and average them as shown infigure 7. Across all classes we observe anAUROCover 0.9which indicates that our
model does verywell at separating any individual type of track from the rest. The ROCcurve for low pitch angle
mainbands (in pink) has the lowest AUROC,which ismost likely due to its relatively small population relative to
the other two classes; this comes into effect atOne-versus-Rest level where the former population is pitted
against the latter simultaneously. Both average curves achieve a ROCover 0.960 putting us in an excellent range
ofmodel stability to compliment the high test accuracy obtained.
Infigure 8(a)we see the resulting classified track start frequency spectrum in the 30 keV range, the range on
which this classifierwas trained.We observe a clean separation ofmainband tracks in blue (high pitch angle) and
pink (low pitch angle) to sidebands in yellow that aremostly concentrated above 1150MHz. The broad peak
between 1160 and 1170MHz corresponds to upper sidebands of 2nd order, giving a rough estimate of the axial
frequency fa≈22.5 MHz; the n=1 sidebands are predicted to be suppressed due to the short effect discussed
in section 2.1. To see the separation betweenmainbands of different typesmore clearly, we study the slope
populations in the frequency range 1118–1123MHz. The overlap of high and lowpitch anglemainbands in
frequency space seen infigure 8(a) around the low pitch angle peaks is now apportioned, as evident infigure 9(a).
The blue scatter points in the region around the low pitch angle peaks constitute true high pitch angle carriers
whose true start frequency has beenmissed during primary track reconstruction. This separation allows a single-
valued reconstruction of the pitch angle for amainband of a given slope; recall that energy correctionsmay be
performed once the pitch angle information is available
We also apply the narrowband classifier to the 32 keV group and obtain an accuracy of 92.8%,which
surpasses the test set score. As can be seen in figure 8(b), the frequency spectrum sports a clean separation
betweenmainbands and sidebands; in this case both upper (around 1090MHz) and lower (around 1010MHz)
sidebands are visible. The short peak around 1040MHzhas also been classified as amainbandwith its respective
lowpitch angle tail. This corresponds to the 32.14 keV krypton line, whichwould be extremely difficult to spot
by eye, as its relative intensity is very low. Themainbands of the 31.9 keV lines are separated neatly in slope-
frequency space as seen infigure 9(b), once again givingway for possible energy reconstruction through pitch
13
Including upper and lower sidebands the energy range is wider, at approximately 3.25 keV.
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angle extraction. The success of the narrowbandmodel at 32 keV is reassuring that a similar technique could be
applied to the tritium endpoint regionwith training on the 17 keV krypton peak.
5.2.Optimal set of classification features
Wecan further improve the performance of the narrowband SVMmodel by examining howuseful each
parameter is for accurate classification. An exhaustive search of the unique combinations of features from the
14-dimensional feature space results in 214−1=16 383 iterations of the training algorithm.We train a SVM
and evaluate the accuracy and the AUROC for each feature subset. The subset with the best overall performance
Figure 7.ROCs of individual classes and averages for the narrowbandmodel.
Figure 8. 30 and 32 keV frequency spectra classifiedwith the narrowbandmodel. The colors represent the SVMclass identification.
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mayhave improved accuracy compared to the full feature set, andwill require less intense computation
resources to train on a large data campaign.
To evaluate each subset SVMwith a singlemetric, we use the sum in quadrature of the accuracy and the
AUROCvalue:
( )D = +x y , 6opt 2 2
where x is the accuracy of themodel and y is theAUROC. Themaximumpossible value ofΔopt is »2 1.414.
Maximizing this combinedmetric allows us to asses both themodel stability and its predictive power
simultaneously.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the value ofΔopt is in general large for subsets withmany features; a complexmodel
has a greater capability for increased performance. However, some single-featuremodels are able to achieve high
values ofΔopt as well.Average exemplifies this, which alone yields amodel with 90.1% accuracy and
Δopt=1.314.Of course,models with a single feature for classification run the risk of lacking enough variance to
generalize effectively sowe discard them as viable candidates. A globalmaximumofΔopt=1.359 is achieved
with amodel utilizing 6 final parameters:TotalPowerDensity,TrackSlope,TimeLength,
MeanCentral,NormCentral, andMaximumCentral. This amounts to an accuracy of 94.9%, an
increase of 3.7% compared to the original result in section 5.1, and anAUROCof 0.97 on the test set.
5.3. 17 keVpeak: sidebands and energy dependence
The 17 keV peak presents a unique problem for the classifier; as discussed in section 2.1, the CRES signal power
distribution across the sideband spectrum is energy-dependent as a consequence of thewaveguide short.We
have come to understand that the 17 keVPhase I data studied here consists almost entirely14 of pairs of 1st-order
sideband tracks, due to a large suppression of themainband peak from the short interference effect.We have
studiedmore closely the region between the 17 keV sideband peaks and found an excess of power corresponding
to an average SNRof 1.26;much too low for track reconstruction, but adequate in combinationwith other
studies to confirm the sideband hypothesis. Consequently, we cannot train the classifier on 17 keV tracks since
we have nomainband tracks to offer it.
Figure 9. 30 and 32 keV track slope and frequency correlations classifiedwith the narrowbandmodel. The colors represent the SVM
class identification.
14
A small fraction (∼1%) of observed tracks at 17 keV are hypothesized to be genuinemainband signals from shake-off electrons.
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Instead,we canfirst use the same classifier thatwas trainedon30 keV to evaluate the 17 keV tracks, and the results
are subpar,with an accuracy of 75.5%.While a sizeable portionof tracks are still classifiedproperly,we are confident
thatnearly all of those classified asmain carriers are incorrect.However, this result is not unexpected; thepower and
slope correlationdiscussed in section3.1 is also energy-dependent, and fromsection5.2wenowunderstand these
twoparameters tobe among themost decisive in the classification scheme. In the training scheme, the classifier
becomes familiarwith the 30 keVpower-slope correlation, and this has a considerable negative influencewhen
applied to the 17 keVpeakwhere the truepower-slope correlation is different. It shouldbenoted that this effect is also
present at 32 keVwhen trainedon30 keV, but from the comparable accuracy scores andAUROCswe conclude it is
insignificant for this small energy difference,much toour advantage.
5.4.Wideband classifier
To improve the classifier performance on 17 keV data, wewill consider two approaches: first, we use only the
rotate-and-project parameters, which have no energy dependence. Second, we train and evaluate the 14-
dimensional classifier simultaneously on all three peaks.
With the rotate-and-project parameters only, we re-train and test the classifier on 30 keV data, and apply it at
17 keV. In the test set (30 keV), the total accuracy decreases to 86.1%; this is reasonable given that the slope and
power information, whichwas especially useful in discriminating between the twomainband types, ismissing.
When applied at 17 keV,we observe an accuracy of 78.9%, which is amodest improvement over the
narrowbandmodel (75.5%). The ratio of the 17 keV accuracy to that of 30 keV ismore substantially improved:
0.917 comparedwith 0.829 for the narrowband. This suggests, as we hypothesized, that energy-dependent
parameters are partially responsible for the shortcoming of the narrowband classifier at 17 keV.However, the
rotate-and-project only performance is still far less than ideal and poor compared to the narrowbandmodel at
30 and 32 keV, thus it does not provide uswith a satisfactory alternative.
The second approachwe explore considers all three energy ranges simultaneously for training; we call this
model thewideband classifier. The 17 keV classified spectrum from thismodel is shown infigure 10. It is
immediately clear that thismodel has by far the best performance at 17 keV,with an accuracy of 96.1%. The
largest population ofmainband tracks is broadly centered about∼1750MHz, which is at least 30MHz above the
(suppressed)mainband peak. Informal inspection of the slope-power correlation among these tracks, as well as
the individual spectrograms, suggests they are indeedmost consistent with truemainband tracks.We interpret
this as evidence for satellite shake-up/shake-off electrons [12] to be further investigated. Similar broad peaks of
mainbands at the 30 and 32keV ranges have also been observed at a similar separation in frequency (seefigure 8).
Overall, the 30 and 32 keV lines themselves also show improved accuracy scores compared to the original
narrowbandmodel with the full feature set: 92.3%(+1.1%) and 95.6%(+2.8%) respectively.
6.Discussion and outlook
Wenowhave two candidate classifiermodels: the optimal-feature set narrowbandmodel and thewideband
model. Since the classifier will be used for future tritium analyses, we keep the context of tritiumdata inmind
when discussing the advantages of each. The overall accuracy scores andAUROCs for each classifier are
summarized in table 315.
Figure 10. 17 keV classified frequency spectrumwithwidebandmodel. The colors represent the SVMclass identification.
15
The training computation times for all threemodels are on the same order, between 15 and 30min and does not require high performance
computing.
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In the previous section, we improved the classification accuracy at 17 keV by training on all three peaks
simultaneously (thewidebandmodel); thismodel also boasted percent-level improvements to the accuracy at 30
and 32 keV.Weunderstand that the narrowband classifier performed poorly at 17 keVdue to energy-dependent
correlations between parameters, and the lack of appropriate training at 17 keV. In a tritium analysis, the data
acquisitionwill be contained to notmore than±2 keV around the endpoint; this includes the 17 keV krypton
peak, which can be used formagnetic field calibration. Therefore, if we construct a narrowbandmodel in this
context—trained on 17 keV krypton data and applied to tritiumdata from approximately 15−19 keV—it is
reasonable to expect a performance similar to the current narrowbandmodel at 30 and 32 keV. Although the
narrowband classifier has not been directly trained and evaluated in the tritium endpoint energy range, we have
high confidence in its applicability there in the future. The overall results of the various classification approaches
and studies have yielded great improvements to our understanding of the data to give us this confidence.
We also saw in the previous section that the choice of an optimal subset of the classification features
improved the narrowbandmodel accuracy andAUROCmetrics at the percent level, bringing them to a point
comparable to thewidebandmodel. In the next section, wewill also examine the effect of imperfect classification
on the resultant tritium spectrum.Upon comparison of the performance of a narrowband 30 keVnetwork and
thewideband network applied to 30 and 32 keVdata, we see that thewidebandmodel gives onlymarginal
improvement in performance over the narrowbandmodel trained on a close neighbor. Since the tritium signal
spectrumhas a close neighbor calibration source at 17 keVof Krypton, it is not necessary to bring in the
complexity of awidebandmodel. The sideband problemswhich prevented a version of the narrowbandmodel
frombeing trained at 17 keV in this work are expected to be ameliorated in hardware at later phases. However, in
the eventuality that they remain a challenge, we have shown that awidebandmodel can achieve good
performance aswell if it is trained properly.
6.1. Future applications in event reconstruction
The signal from a single electron in general takes the formofmany reconstructed tracks, via (a) sideband power
deposition and (b) scattering interactions with residual gasmolecules. The sideband comb structure creates a
group of parallel tracks as discussed in section 2.1, and discrete energy loss from a scattering interaction creates a
‘jump’ in the signal frequencies and in the pitch angle. After track finding, those tracks that belong to the same
event (electron) are grouped together to obtain only the start frequency of the event as a whole. In the current
event building scheme, this is accomplishedwith two stages in sequence corresponding to the two items above.
First, individual tracks are combined intoMPTobjects based on a coincidence between start and end times.
Many suchMPTs are then joined into a single event using a similar coincidence check on the timestamps, this
time a head-tail comparison. A full treatment of this process is given in [13]. However, the present event builder
(with no classifier information)makes no statement about the identity of themainbandwithin aMPT structure;
the start frequency of an event is simply defined as that of thefirst track (in time)within the firstMPTof the
event sequence. The classification scheme thus creates the potential for amore intelligent event building
procedure which takes advantage of the labeled topologies to determine the truemain carrier start frequency of
an event.
One simple improvement is to utilize the classification labels to add consistency checks in event building. A
MPT structure should logically contain nomore than onemainband, and the start frequency of theMPT should
be determined by thismainband track alone (if present).MPTswith two ormore sidebandsmay also be checked
to ensure the frequency spacing between them is consistent with a unique axial frequency. If amainband track
decreases in frequency after a scatter, indicating a sharp increase in the pitch angle, the accompanying decrease
in axial frequency of the candidate sidebandsmay also be used as a check. These examples are only some of the
many possibilities inwhich classification labels can enhance our reconstruction process.
Table 3. Summary of classificationmodel accuracy scores and averaged





17 keV 30 keV 32 keV
Narrowband 75.5% 91.2% 92.8% 0.967
Wideband 96.1% 92.3% 95.6% 0.984
Optimized
narrowband
— 94.9% 94.0% 0.973
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Infigure 11we show some typical interesting event topologies which could benefit from an event builder that
utilizes the classifier results.
• Top left: an eventwith a scatter that changes the pitch angle from the high to low region, according to the
classifier. A faint sideband is also visible above themainband after the scatter, but it was not reconstructed. It is
interesting to note that this change in topologywould be very difficult for a human labeller to identify, but is
clearly easy for the classifier.
• Bottom left: aMPTwith two lone sidebands. In this case, we can reconstruct the hiddenmainband start
frequency from the axial separation and determine the pitch angle correction.
• Bottom right: aMPT that the classifier has identified to contain twomainbands. This indicates an error, either
in the classification or theMPT construction. To address this, wemight consider the relative probabilities that
either track is in fact a sideband (i.e. work event building information into the classifier), or simply discard the
event if it cannot bemade sensible.
An improved event builder that works in tandemwith the classifier is crucial for proper reconstruction of a
continuous tritium spectrumusingCRES. Complex event topologies and sideband proliferation from lower
energies in the spectrum continuumwill demand a sophisticated understanding of the underlying nature of
tracks. For examplewith atomic tritium, assuming 1×1018 atoms m−3 and a cylindrical voxel16 of 1 cm in
diameter and 10 m in length, for events with, on average, ten tracks of length 80 μs eachwe expect 3.14×1015
atoms/voxel. Then, given an activity of 5.6×106 per voxel for the entire spectrum, we expect about 1.69 events
(about two events) present at all timeswhen looking at a 1 keVwindowbelow the endpoint where only a
2×10−4 fraction of the activity is present.With two possibly overlapping events in a given spectrogram, the use
of an accurate classifier will be decisive in identifying and separating the constituents of each; we expect that the
model presented here is a decisive step toward that success. Infigure 12we outline the analysis steps discussed for
this work, including the futurework regarding (a) the event builder as discussed in this section, and (b) pitch
angle corrections to extract the true cyclotron frequency.
Figure 11.Classified tracks of candidateMPT events exhibitingmultiple topological combinations present in Project 8 Phase I data.
The blue aremainband high pitch angle, the pinkmainband lowpitch angle and the yellow sideband classified tracks. The rectangular
boxes are for illustration only; the track is composed of all points concentrated along a line passing through themiddle of the box.
16
Assuming that we have beamforming in the radial directionwith 1 cmor better resolution, and no axial information.
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6.2. Effects ofmisclassification on tritium spectrum
Alongwith the improved event builder, a classifier helps us reuse or remove all but themisclassified sidebands at
a high confidence level. However, it is still important to study the effect of sideband proliferation through
misclassification on the tritium spectrum.Using theMorpho [14] interface to performHamiltonianMonte
Carlo simulationswith the Stan package [15], wemodel the electron kinematic variables and compute the
detected track frequencies according to the discussions in section 2.1. The kinetic energy is drawn from the
tritium spectrumprobability distribution functionwith an endpoint of exactlyQ=18 600 eV and zero
neutrinomass. The power in each of themainband and the pair of n=2 sideband tracks is then calculated for a
circular waveguidewith the same bathtub trap configuration as for the data used in this paper. For those
electrons that become trapped, a uniformdetection threshold is enforced on each track. The detected tracks are
collected into amainband spectrum, denoted p0(E), and a sideband spectrumdenoted p2(E)
17. Here, E
represents the inferred kinetic energy from the detected track frequency, which in the case of sideband tracks
would constitute an erroneous reconstruction; this allows us to study the effects of bothmisclassification and the
lack of pitch angle corrections. It is important to note that this simulation serves only as a toymodel and does not
reflect the complete design of the Project 8 detector in Phase I (fromwhich the data presented here in earlier
sectionswas taken), or Phase II which has since reconstructed the first ever tritium spectrumwithCRES.
However, the toymodel is relevant as amean to highlight and evaluate some of the challenges that sideband
presencewill bringwhen reconstructing anyCRES spectrum.
If the probability for a track to bewrongly classified (eithermainband as sideband, or vice versa) is uniformly
α, then the spectrumof classifiedmainband tracks is:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )a a= - +p E p E p E1 . 70 2
Withα=0, we obtain themain-carrier-only spectrum from a ‘perfect’ classifier. Since the energy of each event
is calculated from themeasured (mainband) frequency and not the cyclotron frequency, we expect to observe a
shift to lower energy (higher frequency) in the endpoint. Indeed, figure 13 shows the simulatedKurie plot for
perfect classificationα=0 (in black) and thefittedQ-value:
( ) ( )a = =Q 0 18.461 keV 8
which deviates from the true input value by 139 eV. In the samefigure we show the spectrumwithα=0.5
(random classification); now, the region above the endpoint is contaminated by sidebands. As a result, the
endpoint ismeasured at:
( )a = =Q 0.5 19.028 keV
which exceeds the true value by 428 eV, or roughly 20MHz: quite similar to the observed axial frequency.
Lastly, we perform theKurie fit formany values ofα to see the dependence ofQ in amore continuous form;
figure 14 illustrates these results. EachQ-value (shown as the dashed line) represents themean of 50 unique
spectrum simulations for a fixed value ofα; the band in light red spans the standard error of themean on either
side, and is dominated by the statistical uncertainty of each simulation. Though the simulations are themselves
independent, we use the same set of simulations for all values ofα. Thus, the uncertainty band inQ does not
reflect the endpointmeasurement uncertainty of the simulation, nor,more importantly, of any real Project 8
Figure 12.Analysis flowchart described and proposed in this work. The green blocks indicate large-scale processing steps and the
smaller orange blocks show the data at each step. Feature extraction and the classifier decision function are containedwithin the block
labeled ‘Classifier’, and the classified track providesmore input information to the event builder compared to the raw track. Expansion
of the event building stage and implementation of the pitch angle corrections are themost critical future analysis tasks to fully utilize
the classification scheme.
17
Recall that the n=1 sidebands are suppressed due to the interference effect.
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phase. Comparing toα=0, we observe that even forα≈10−2 which is small compared to our demonstrated
models, the endpoint shift is significant; a precise requirement or bound onα, however, is again not necessarily
transferable to Project 8. Still, wemay safely conclude that going forwardwith the classificationmodels wemust
have the highest reasonable standard for accuracy. Our thorough understanding of the trap geometry and
related systematics helps in addition to reduce the effects of sideband contamination in future Project 8 phases,
through both design and trap configuration.
We have clearly demonstratedwith this simulation that both energy corrections and track classificationwill
have a substantial influence on futureCRES tritium results, with an observed endpoint shift on the scale of
(100 eV). The design and configuration of future phases of Project 8 are guided in part by the goal to suppress
detectable sidebands and achieve sub-percent levelmisclassification. Incorporation of this improved track
classification and pitch angle considerations will enable aCRES experiment like Project 8 to take the next step
and achieve a competitive eV-scale endpoint sensitivity.
7. Conclusions
With the phenomenologicalmodel put forward in [4], we havemotivated the need for a classification of CRES
signal topologies according to the pitch angle distribution of trapped electrons and the sideband comb structure
of events discussed in section 2.With the use of reconstructed signal properties including total power, track
slope, and analysis of the rotated-projected spectrum (section 3.2), we have enumerated 14 quantities that have
Figure 13.Kurie plot of two simulated tritium spectra in the toymodel described in section 6.2:mainbands only (black) and sideband-
contaminated withmisclassification rateα=0.5 (purple).
Figure 14.ExtractedQ-value fromKurie fit to sideband-contaminated tritium spectrum simulations for different values of
misclassification fractionα. The light red band represents the standard error of themean. The true value of the endpoint is
asymptotically approached for decreasingαwhich, without energy corrections, sits around 18.5 keV.
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the power to discriminate between the three different track topologies.We have implemented aMachine
Learning-based classification scheme using a SVMalgorithmwith these 14 parameters, and studied the results of
severalmodels on Project 8 Phase I data.With the use of an optimal feature set, we have achieved amodel with
94.9% total accuracy and anAUROCof 0.973. Thismodel is trained and applied over a total energy range of
approximately 3.5 keV, which gives us confidence in its applicability to tritium analysis (∼15−19 keV).
The use of these classificationmodels has already improved our understanding of the Phase I data. It has
bolstered our confidence in the phenomenologicalmodel, our understanding of the relationship between signal
characteristics and trap geometry, and the set of optimal features provides some insight into the nature of tracks
both physically and from the viewpoint of reconstruction. The classified spectra aremuchmore informative
than ordinary (unclassified) spectra, and our comparison of different trainingmodels has highlighted the energy
dependence of some track parameters.
Energy correction—frommeasured frequencies to true cyclotron frequencies—is another necessary step
thatwill utilize track classification, but this application is outside the scope of this paper. These corrections were
discussed briefly in section 2.3, and in section 6.2we showed through simulation thatwe expect these
corrections to be of order 100 eV. Consequently, for an experiment like Project 8 to perform an eV-scale
precisionmeasurement of the tritium spectrum in its next phase, it is essential tominimize the impact of
sideband effects. Strategies to accomplish this have been pursued already in Phase II and are a key consideration
in the development of the Phase III experiment; one such strategy in Phase II almost completely eliminates the
presence of detectable sidebands by reducing the frequencymodulation index.We also discussed future
prospects of an event builder that works in tandemwith the classifier, and perhaps throughMachine Learning as
well.With these types of improvements to the apparatus guided by this work, and a highly robust track/event
classification scheme, Project 8will work toward a Phase III analysis that is greatly advanced andmature
compared to earlier phases, and capable of achieving an endpointmeasurement with eV-scale precision.
Project 8 has demonstrated theCRES technique, constructed the first-ever CRES tritium spectrumwith it,
andwill soon be looking toward a competitive eV-scalemeasurement of the neutrinomass limit in Phase III.
Thework presented here has contributed greatly to our understanding of CRES signals and the obstacles to an
eV-scale sensitivity, and its conclusions have provided uswith valuable knowledge of the path toward a highly
sensitivemeasurement. By utilizing the full potential of track classification, we can continue to advance the
CRES technique andmake valuable steps towards the future ambitions of Project 8: ultra-precise spectroscopy, a
decisivemeasurement of the tritium endpoint, and and ultimately a directmassmeasurement.
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